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Subject: NSA documents for the upcoming ARRB meeting

Body:

FYI: I have the following information regarding NSA records delivered to the ARRB on 6 Aug 97, and which are 

currently being prepped for Board action at the upcoming meeting:1. Many of these records duplicate 

information that was already released to the public through previously released documents (both in 1993 and 

through prior Board actions).2. Of the 61 records delivered to the ARRB, 12 can be released in full, that is, NSA 

does not wish to take any postponements in 12 documents. Proposal: Since these docs do not require any 

Board action, they should therefore be removed from the rest of the records currently up for Board review. 

After the meeting, I will send these 12 records back to NSA with instructions to officially release them in full. 

They can then process them along with the documents voted on by the Board.3. Six documents require 

referral for evaluation of 3rd agency equities: -10064 requires referral to NARA for evaluation of Congressional 

equities. NSA has no objection to releasing this doc in full.-10200, -10203, and -10210 require referral to the 

FBI. NSA has requested that postponements be taken in these docs. -10164 and -10263 require referral to the 

Defense Intelligence Agency (DIA). NSA has requested that postponements be taken in these documents. I am 

planning on referring these documents to the appropriate agencies before processing them for ARRB action 

(ie, entering the information on Review Track). I will cc: our NSA poc on all referral correspondence. However, 

I am personally unaware of our poc's at DIA, so I will need to coordinate with Doug on this part of the project. 

4. NSA returned two FBI records which they evaluated for NSA equities (124-10151-10091 and 124-10066-

10455). I plan on entering these documents into Review Track, however, I will coordinate with Kevin Tiernan 

to make sure that the Review Track information entered covers both NSA's and FBI's requests for 

postponements. 5. Lastly, I am only responsible for preliminary, or basic review. Someone will have to be 

responsible for conducting supervisory review for these documents. I am assuming that Doug will be working 

on other pressing matters (Kodak, depositions), and that he will be unable to perform this task. Someone with 

an SCI clearance will need to perform supervisory review before these documents can be presented to the 

Board. At the present time, I am anticipating that I can enter the relevant data on Review Track for most of the 

remaining 43 records, however, please be advised that there are a few docs which staff may want to discuss 

before making official recommendations to the Board. END
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